2009 dodge avenger

I was a little worried about purchasing a Dodge but Definitely no regrets! Great price. Avg 24
MPGs, nice smooth ride with lots of power even in my 4cyl engine. I find myself speeding a lot
it's so smooth. Lots of room in back seat. I have 3 boys ages 13, 15, and 8 and they all fit very
comfortably. Big sized trunk I'm routinely carrying 3 baseball bags, 4 folding chairs and 2
handled cooler with extra room left. And you cant miss the exterior looks! The Avenger is fierce
looking My Avenger may well have saved my life yesterday. Christmas Eve, and an old man with
hearing aids nearly caused a head-on collision with me by veering into on-coming traffic in an
ill-timed attempt to make a left. Between my seatbelt and the airbag, I barely felt the collision I
managed to swerve enough to clonk into his rear quarterpanel as he turned and am not sore at
all today. Plus, this car is built like a tank because, despite the harsh hit, only the front end was
damaged. Not sure how much yet it being Christmas, the insurance companies aren't out for
blood yet , but I know it's not nearly as much as it probably should be. So thank you, Dodge.
Thank you for my wonderful car. I was looking for a sportier Mazda three, so I borrowed this one
to get to the dealer and for me it felt right. The pedals weren't touchy and and the steering was
just right for my likings. Compared to a Mazda 3 I can actually have control of my speed without
looking at my speedometer every second. Some might not like it because the lack of pep. As for
comfort, love the seats. I am tall with long legs and a bad back, so the leg room is pretty
fantastic for me. This car feels like something that should be sold only as a rental. But
compared to the competition, this car feels way behind. I drove it miles the other day on all
kinds of roads. Summery: Pros-decent comfort, good fuel economy, relatively smooth ride on
straight roads, looks pretty good Cons-TONS of body roll in turns.. Love the heated seats and
every thing! Just amazing! Way to go Dodge! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Avenger. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. LOVE my Avenger!!! No regrets! Thank you,
Dodge. Nice one, Dodge! Items per page:. Write a review See all Avengers for sale. Sponsored
cars related to the Avenger. Sign Up. The Dodge Avenger is a spacious and relatively
fuel-efficient midsize sedan. However, its polarizing styling, budget interior materials and tepid
driving dynamics fail to make it a formidable competitor in the segment. For those who have an
appetite for an all-American muscle car but have needs and a budget better suited to a practical
family sedan, the Dodge Avenger might fill the bill. The aggressively styled Avenger apes the
bigger and more expensive Dodge Charger with its glaring headlights and beefy rear haunches.
However, the Avenger's mechanical underpinnings -- which are identical to the Avenger's
corporate sibling, the Chrysler Sebring -- are far more plebeian. But this midsize Dodge sedan
offers three engine choices including two V6s , a quiet ride and a spacious backseat. And
although the options list has been simplified for , the Avenger still boasts a considerable variety
of standard and optional features for the segment. Unfortunately, the Avenger's tough-guy
appearance doesn't correlate to driving enjoyment. The base four-cylinder engine is weak and
unrefined, and braking is mediocre at best. The V6s are unremarkable as well. The 2. Interior
materials quality also suffers, and thus doesn't live up to that of competitors in the class. Those
who prefer sharper performance over muscle-bound styling should definitely consider other
midsize sedans. The Mazda 6 is all-new for and offers truly sporty handling in a modern, more
refined package. Other alternatives include the well-regarded Nissan Altima and the stylish
Chevrolet Malibu. Otherwise, we recommend you look elsewhere. The SE comes standard with
inch steel wheels, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, full power accessories, air-conditioning,
cruise control, a cooled front storage compartment and a four-speaker audio system with a
single-CD player, satellite radio and an auxiliary audio jack. The Avenger SXT bumps the
standard wheel size to 17 inches and adds a rear spoiler, foglights, steering-wheel-mounted
audio controls, stain-resistant cloth upholstery, an eight-way power driver seat, a fold-flat
passenger seat and two more speakers and a six-CD changer for the audio system. Both trims
can be had with a sunroof, Bluetooth and a hard-drive-based navigation system with digital
music storage. Both engines are paired to a four-speed automatic transmission. All Dodge
Avenger models are front-wheel drive and Dodge claims a respectable mph time of 7. SXT
models equipped with the 2. The 3. Standard safety equipment on the Dodge Avenger includes
front-seat side airbags and full-length head-curtain airbags. In government crash tests, the
Avenger earned a top five-star rating for its safety performance in head-on collisions.
Side-impact tests resulted in five stars for front occupants and four stars for those in the rear.
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Avenger a score of "Good" the best
possible in frontal-offset and side-impact tests. The four-cylinder Avenger offers good fuel
economy, but it comes at the expense of performance. Acceleration is sluggish, and
gearchanges feel unrefined. The optional V6 on the SXT feels stronger on the highway but is
still relatively unimpressive. Brakes on all trim levels are below average. On models with rear
drums, the brakes fade quickly with heavy use, and although the full-disc setup on V6-equipped

Avengers holds up better, stopping distances remain long for this class. Lower-line Dodge
Avengers ride comfortably but are low on grip during cornering. Equally important, the
six-speed automatic transmission provides quicker response than the four-speed unit. Although
the Avenger has comfortable seating and a simple control layout, it's hard to get past the
mediocre quality of the interior materials. The optional navigation and audio system is pretty
easy to use, as it only takes a few moments to enter a destination or play some tunes. The rear
seat is spacious enough for two adults, although the seat-bottom cushion is a bit too low and
the outboard head restraints aren't adjustable. The Avenger's trunk capacity is a bit below the
segment average at Available styles include SXT 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Avenger. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out
Dodge Avenger lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak and noisy four-cylinder engine, limited
transmission choices, underpowered brakes, low-grade interior plastics, small trunk. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The premium convenience package for the SXT now includes heated exterior mirrors,
automatic headlamps, heated cloth seats, a heated and cooled cupholder, remote start, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, automatic temperature control and a garage door opener. In
addition, all trim levels have more sound insulation to promote a quieter ride. Later in the model
year, the 2. Read more. Write a review See all 37 reviews. LOVE my Avenger!!! No regrets! I was
a little worried about purchasing a Dodge but Definitely no regrets! Great price. Avg 24 MPGs,
nice smooth ride with lots of power even in my 4cyl engine. I find myself speeding a lot it's so
smooth. Lots of room in back seat. I have 3 boys ages 13, 15, and 8 and they all fit very
comfortably. Big sized trunk I'm routinely carrying 3 baseball bags, 4 folding chairs and 2
handled cooler with extra room left. And you cant miss the exterior looks! The Avenger is fierce
looking Read less. My Avenger may well have saved my life yesterday. Christmas Eve, and an
old man with hearing aids nearly caused a head-on collision with me by veering into on-coming
traffic in an ill-timed attempt to make a left. Between my seatbelt and the airbag, I barely felt the
collision I managed to swerve enough to clonk into his rear quarterpanel as he turned and am
not sore at all today. Plus, this car is built like a tank because, despite the harsh hit, only the
front end was damaged. Not sure how much yet it being Christmas, the insurance companies
aren't out for blood yet , but I know it's not nearly as much as it probably should be. So thank
you, Dodge. Thank you for my wonderful car. Decent Sedan - Felt Right. I was looking for a
sportier Mazda three, so I borrowed this one to get to the dealer and for me it felt right. The
pedals weren't touchy and and the steering was just right for my likings. Compared to a Mazda 3
I can actually have control of my speed without looking at my speedometer every second. Some
might not like it because the lack of pep. As for comfort, love the seats. I am tall with long legs
and a bad back, so the leg room is pretty fantastic for me. SXT Rental miles of driving. This car
feels like something that should be sold only as a rental. But compared to the competition, this
car feels way behind. I drove it miles the other day on all kinds of roads. Summery: Pros-decent
comfort, good fuel economy, relatively smooth ride on straight roads, looks pretty good
Cons-TONS of body roll in turns.. See all 37 reviews of the Used Dodge Avenger. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Avenger. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. He called me sometime in the evening on a Tuesday and he answered all
of the questions I had. He was polite and basically told me all the info I needed and even more. I
forgot his name but he was dope asl on jah. The SUV looked ok at first then see the back an it
had a dent would be a good deal if that wasn't there. Dealership was very friendly, honest and
gave me a great deal on the Ford Mustang. Couldn't have done better. I was told the price was a
cash price only, they wanted more for me to finance!? Seriously shady vibe, left asap. The car
wasn't great. Very honest and throughout , hope to visit soon once this hazardous diseases
cease enough for businesses to reopen. If that's ever likely to happen. Promptly responded and

kept in touch. Worked with my schedule but I ended up buy from a private seller. I had a good
experience. There was no pressure, Chris was honest. Was more than willing to work to make
sure I was happy with the car as far as having a mechanic take a look at it. I would do business
here again. Had all setup to get the vehicle but couldn't get there soon enough for them so they
sold it. Great Dealership. I purchased this suv and my wife and i are happy with it. No high
pressure from the sales people. I enjoyed getting to know Ace and purchasing the vehicle. The
honesty and commitment to detail sets them apart. They initially were responsive. I think when
they realized my credit would be tricky they quit answering me. Never even bothered to tell me
anything. We were in the area on a sunday and looked in the windows of a few cars and the
owners Dad happened to be on the lot doing some work and called his son to come show us a
car even though they were closed. We did not end up purchasing the car, but they were very
accommodating and helpful. Very pleasant and quick to respond. Would not hesitate to
purchase a vehicle from this dealer and continue to monitor their inventory for the vehicle that
best fits my needs. Answered questions via email but ended up selling vehicle before I was
ready to purchase. Did let me know though so that I didn't make an unnecessary trip. Very nice
people. Responded quickly to my inquiry. Car was just as described and ready to test drive. I
would recommend. The West County Honda team was prompt and thorough in their
communications. I would recommend this dealership to others. Very interested in my trade in
but sales staff uneducated on Acura vehicles. The Dodge Avenger packs a boatload of features
into its midsize frame, which, combined with its good looks and reasonable fuel economy, equal
a carload of value. The base 2. Reviewers find that the I4 needs a lot of passing and merging
space, but handles downtown driving pretty well and its fuel economy is a plus. One
professional reviewer found the 2. Dodge recommends drivers use octane fuel with the 3. For ,
the Avenger SE and SXT feature and inch steel and aluminum wheels, respectively, along with a
front independent MacPherson strut suspension, rear independent multi-link suspension, a
front stabilizer bar, and rack-and-pinion power steering. Almost all professional reviewers of the
Avenger found its handling characteristics well below the competition's, with considerable
corner roll, loosey-goosey steering characteristics, and a serious deficiency of suspension
refinement, resulting in not inconsiderable squeaking and moaning on bumpy road surfaces.
Though many reviewers and some owners feel cabin quality and materials could be better, most
consider the gauges large and easy to read. Controls are, for the most part, well-marked and
easily accessible. Many reviewers feel the number of standard features offered with the Avenger
is a major contributor to its overall value. Reviewers and owners both have mentioned a
worrisome blind spot where the rear roof pillar severely limits visibility out the rear window. Its
noisy I4 has also annoyed some owners, and a noticeable blind spot was mentioned as
problematic. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with d
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ealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus
to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your
old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge Avenger listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Kyle. Bensalem, PA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Image Not Available. The Avenger line-up features three available engines and two
transmissions for Why Use CarGurus? Dodge Avenger

